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  Intro
Welcome to the second edition of Underrated Small-Cap Stocks. Our goal is to bring you 
small-caps you wouldn’t normally hear about, as they fly under the radar. These types of 
stocks tend to have the most potential to become multi-baggers. Our last edition included an 
unknown hedge fund out of Indiana, focusing on event-driven stocks, that fund has managed 
to find some impressive winners in a short time period. This edition is a micro-cap investor 
that has his eyes set on deep value plays.

  Update From Our 
  Winter 2016 Edition 
In the Winter 2016 edition we profiled Foundry Group, ran by Troy Marchand. Foundry focus-
es on companies trading at a deep discount to intrinsic value, but they also have catalysts, in 
particular, misunderstood catalysts. The best way to think about Foundry is that it’s an event 
driven fund with an activist investor focus. Their average holding period is one-to-three years. 

One of the key moves that Foundry did make was to buy more CST Brands, which is one of 
the larger companies in its portfolio. The company has activists involved, which could push 
for a sale of the company. Another notable company that Foundry has been buying more of 
since our profile is QLT Inc., which is a pharma company that just invested $45 million into a 
newly formed Canadian pharma company - Alarex - which Foundry also bought more of over 
the last few months. 

The two names we profiled earlier this year included MRV Communications and Volt Informa-
tion Sciences, which are both down 25% already this year.  The key is that this is a short-term 
window to look at these stocks. Now for our latest underrated hedge fund and for this edition 
we have two more under-the-radar stocks for you. 
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   Hedge Fund Highlight:  
   Stanphyl Capital  
     
     FUND MANAGER: 

     Mark Spiegel

     STRATEGY: 

     Long-short equity 

     CONTACT INFO: 

     mark@stanphylcap.com
     917-579-1884

Fund manager background:

Mark says he buys deep value stocks and shorts bubbles, and if you follow his Twitter feed 
(@markbspiegel) you can see that he’s not quiet about it. In particular, he’s been openly criti-
cal of Tesla for close to three years. In truth, Mark is probably one of the most notorious Tesla 
bears around, but he also has a number of under-the-radar longs. In fact, Mark’s bread-and-
butter is investing in micro-caps on the long side.

Mark got his BA in History from Cornell University in 1983. From there, he spent just over 
six years as a commercial real estate broker in New York at DY Realty Services. Later, Mark 
founded a commercial real estate brokerage firm - spending 10 years there. It was then an-
other six years or so as an investment banker in various forms - including Broadmark Capital, 

ThinkEquity and Piper Jaffray before he ended up founding Stanphyl Capital in 2011. 

About Stanphyl Capital:
Stanphyl runs a highly concentrated long-short equity strat-
egy, generally focusing on 3 to 20 of its “best ideas.” On the 
long side, the fund focuses mostly on underfollowed mi-
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cro-cap stocks. Short positions are individual stocks across 
the market-cap spectrum, as well as index and macro-based 
shorts. It takes a fundamental approach, using both top-down 
and bottom-up analysis, while occasionally using technical 
analysis to optimize entry and exit points

Net Returns
Since inception (June 1, 2011) through 2015: +73.4% versus 
+67.7% for S&P 500 and +42.8% for Russell 2000. 

2015: -11.1% versus -1.4% for S&P 500 and -4.4% for Rus-
sell 2000.

       Interview with Stanphyl Capital 
   founder Mark Spiegel
1. On shorting, what is your favorite short (not as hedge) but as 
outright short (besides Tesla)?

My only significant short besides Tesla at the moment is the S&P 500 via the SPDR S&P 500 
ETF Trust (NYSEARCA: SPY). Fourth quarter 2015 GAAP earnings for the S&P 500 were 
$18.65 so we annualize that it’s $74.60, which means that with the S&P at 2036 as I write 
this (on March 24th), the run-rate market multiple is a ridiculous 27.3x in a declining earnings 
environment. Even if-- despite that eroding earnings picture-- you use trailing S&P GAAP 
earnings of $86.40, the multiple is 23.5x. So as there’s zero “takeover risk” for an entire index, 

I think it’s as good a short as any right now.
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2.  On Tesla, tons of people 
follow the company and there 
are plenty of bear theses 
out there, what makes yours 
unique? 

My only significant short besides Tesla at 
the moment is the S&P 500 via the SPDR 
S&P 500 ETF Trust (NYSEARCA: SPY). 
Fourth quarter 2015 GAAP earnings for 
the S&P 500 were $18.65 so we annual-
ize that it’s $74.60, which means that with 
the S&P at 2036 as I write this (on March 
24th), the run-rate market multiple is a ri-
diculous 27.3x in a declining earnings en-
vironment. Even if-- despite that eroding 
earnings picture-- you use trailing S&P 
GAAP earnings of $86.40, the multiple is 
23.5x. So as there’s zero “takeover risk” 
for an entire index, I think it’s as good a 

short as any right now.

3. I know you’re quite vocal about large-caps, but what got you 
interested in small-caps and why do you not discuss them as 
much publicly? 

I’m interested in small caps (really, microcaps) because it’s such an inefficient market, such 
that, the really smart guys running big funds can’t touch them as they’re far too small for them 
to build meaningful positions. As for discussing them publicly, I’m happy to and do so each 
month in my monthly fund letter. I guess I don’t Tweet as much about them because they’re 
not of much interest to a lot of people.
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4. You have experience in PIPEs; is that part of what attracted 
you to micro- and small-caps? 
That’s where I really learned a lot about them, yes, although I have no interest now in invest-
ing in PIPEs or private placements, as all the buys and sells I do are “open market.”

5. For investors, what would you say is a warning sign and what 
do you try to avoid when it comes to investing in much smaller 
stocks? 

Rule #1 is “don’t overpay.” My favorite 
metric is “enterprise value to revenue” 
within the context of gross margins. 
Most of the things I own were bought 
at an EV of 1x annual gross profit or 

less, which makes many of them po

tential strategic acquisition targets due to a buyer’s ability to eliminate the target’s cost of 
being an independent public company. Another thing to check is the company’s auditor to 
make sure it’s legit - all public company auditors are reviewed every three years by the Public 
Company Accounting Oversight Board. If you go to its web site (www.pcaob.org) you can 
read those reviews. Another thing I tend to avoid in microcaps is buying ones that are located 
in “sunny places for shady people” - Boca Raton and Beverly Hills come to mind immediately.

Tesla headquarters in Palo Alto
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6. How important is downside protection with micro-caps? And 
what are some examples of downside protection you look for? 
Downside protection is extremely important and the only real way to get it (as many of these 
companies aren’t optionable) is to not overpay on your entry point. That’s why I like to buy 
“cheap revenue”; i.e., at a fractional EV-to-revenue multiple.

7. How do you apply your strong investment banking experience 
when it comes to micro-caps? 
As that experience took me “inside” a lot of companies, if nothing else it made me extremely 
skeptical of management teams, as I was able to spend a lot more time with them compared 
to investors. As guys (or occasionally women) typically get to be CEOs by being terrific sales-
people, I take everything they tell me with a giant-sized grain of salt and try to “let the num-
bers do the talking.”

8. What’s the best way you source ideas? 
I do all kinds of screens - both fundamental and technical (the latter to see if anything funda-
mental was driving the interesting technicals), and also attend a fair number of conferences.

9. What do you see your typical holding peri-
od being? Are you guys typically getting into 
a stock for a 3-5 year time horizon or are you 
willing to sell out in 12 months or so if you’ve 
seen the upside?
I’ll sell a stock as soon as it reaches what I consider to be “fair val-
ue,” or sometimes at 90% of that figure. To paraphrase Bernard 
Baruch, I tend to make all my money by selling too early. This 
can happen in three months or three years (or never - if the fun-
damentals on a company change negatively I have no problem 

selling it and moving on).
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10. How do you think about position sizing and concentration? 
i.e. typical number of holdings you have.?
I have no problem with concentrated positions, and my general rule of thumb with a typical 
microcap long position is to size it at a percentage of assets under management at a tenth 
of what I estimate to be its upside. For example, if I think a stock’s upside is 100% I’ll make it 
a 10% position. If I think it’s 50% (or perhaps higher but with no identifiable catalyst) I might 
make it just 5%. If I think there’s 150% upside I’ll make it 15%. I’ll typically cap the position 
size at no more than 20% (at cost) no matter how much upside I think there is, but that said, 
it may grow a lot larger than that before I sell it. 

For this reason - even though the vast majority of my personal money is in Stanphyl - I don’t 
allow any of my investors (all of whom are SEC accredited, by the way) to invest more than 
10% of their net worth in my fund. That way, a 15% position for the fund is only a 1.5% po-
sition for them personally. On the short side, even though the maximum “upside” is 100% I 
might go bigger than 10% in position size with an index  or even with an individual stock if I 
believe it will eventually be a “zero” and there’s no chance of a buyout.

11. You guys specialize in any one particular industry or are you 
rather agnostic and just investing where you think you can un-
lock the most value? 

I’m a generalist, although I tend to avoid commodity producers/natural resources companies  
and early-stage biotech (except occasionally on the short side).

12. Can you provide some color on how you think about valua-
tion - how important is it for you? 

As I noted earlier, it’s extremely important, which is why (for downside protection) something 
has to be very cheap on an “absolute basis” before I’m interested. “Relative valuation” typi-
cally doesn’t interest me because a whole sector can be overpriced.
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13. What’s the market like today for finding ideas? i.e. are you 
guys finding it hard or are you flush with opportunities? 
A lot of microcaps have already gone through pretty massive bear markets so I’m finding it 
fairly easy to buy companies at less than 1x annual gross profit (the rule of thumb I mentioned 
earlier), however it isn’t always easy to find those companies with an identifiable catalyst, and 
that include some that I own!

14. Thoughts on holding cash? Amount of cash you hold relative 
to fund value? 

For a long time I held a lot of cash in the fund because I couldn’t find anything cheap enough. 
Now I see a lot of cheap companies out there (albeit, sometimes without near-term catalysts) 
so at the moment I’m 100% invested and short roughly an equal amount of SPY. I also do 
some macro things (via ETFs) and thus have been short the yen (long USD/JPY) since early 
2012 in the high 70s. Although it’s come back in from its recent peaks, I think it’s only a matter 
of time (and it could be any time) before both the yen and the Japanese financial system are 
completely destroyed by that country’s debt, and I’m thus willing to hold the position through 
various corrections along the way.

15. What’s one of your biggest wins in investing? 
Broadwind Energy was a huge win for us in 2013 (my 2012 basis was in the $2s and we sold 
it - too early, as usual - in the $8 to $10 range). Thanks to the renewal of the wind energy 
Production Tax Credit I now own it all over again in the low $2 range as I think it’s ready for 
another run.

16. What’s the biggest investing mistake you’ve made? And the 
biggest mistake you see most making when investing in small 
and micro-cap stocks? 
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The biggest mistake I ever made happened before I worked on Wall Street - I fell in love with 
a story-stock and over-invested in it. I then actually went to work for the company, and the 
difference between what was happening internally versus the glowing press releases and 
investor presentations was eye-opening - it was the best (and most expensive!) tuition I ever 
paid! So I would say the biggest mistake investors make is “falling in love with a story,” and 
that often applies to large caps (such as Tesla) too!

17. Do you do any activist or more hands on investing?

I don’t because I’m a small fund and that can get very expensive. Occasionally I’ll informally 
suggest that a management team or Board to do something, and if they don’t seem inter-
ested I may just sell the stock.

18. Any themes in your portfolio today, such as betting on de-
mographic shifts or broad trends?

Although I’m a long-term investor by modern, fast-trading Wall Street standards, investing 
in demographic trends is too long-term and slow-moving even for me!

19. NOLs appear to be a theme in your portfolio; best practices 
for finding these types of companies?

I never buy a company purely for its NOLs as no potential acquirer really can either, due to 
change in control limitations. So I generally just look at them as “an added bonus” if a com-
pany “in turnaround” actually becomes profitable; I thus heavily discount them when trying 
to figure out what that company’s worth.
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20. And what’s the biggest risk you find with investing in compa-
nies with NOLs?

That they never turnaround and thus never get to use them! 

   Stock Highlight No. 1: 
   Broadwind Energy
Broadwind is a manufacturer of towers for the wind industry, as well as gearing up for wind 
turbines and other industrial applications. In February it reported a disappointing 2015 but the 
conference call provided a much more positive outlook.

This is a name that Stanphyl Capital owned in 2013 and just recently decided to own again, 
making it a new addition to the portfolio last quarter. The first go around was a major success 
for Stanphyl, where it profited nicely from the stock’s run up. Now it’s time for round two.

Thesis & Valuation

With Congress having renewed the Production Tax Credit late in 2015 with a gradual phase-
out into the early 2020s (including project completion times), beginning in Q2 and going for-
ward I think Broadwind can average around $16 million in EBITDA for at least the next six or 
so years. 

Based on the $24 million the wind division did back in 2013 and then subtracting $7 million 
for corporate overhead, $1 million for stock-comp and assuming break-even for the gearing 
division (and without assuming any of the $8 million in annual cost reductions promised on 
the call); a 5x multiple on that EBITDA plus the existing $10 million in net cash plus a $20 
million valuation on over $200 million in NOLs would value the stock at over $7/share, while 
a 6x EBITDA valuation would put it over $8. 

Conclusion

One big catalyst is that Broadwind needs to appoint a CEO to replace the one who was fired 
for the 2014 production snafus - the CFO is temporarily serving in that position, but with the 
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wind now at its back (no pun intended), I think it can begin announcing some very significant 
orders and the stock should move accordingly. In fact, the interim CEO presenting in March 
at the Roth Capital conference said she expects capacity will soon be completely sold out 
for 2016.

    Q&A For Stanphyl On Broadwind

1. What’s the broader play here? i.e. is it about greater wind en-
ergy adoption? 

Yes, exactly. In addition to the PTC-encouraged wind buildout, many states and companies 
have renewable energy mandates of their own and wind plays a huge part in those.

2. How do you handicap the risk that oil prices stay lower for 
much longer? How much of the upside at Broadwind is based 
on more mass adoption of wind energy? 

The price of oil is completely irrelevant to the adoption of wind energy as almost no U.S. 
power is oil-generated. Much more important for the long term is the price of natural gas 
and, to a lesser (and dying) extent, coal and nuclear. However, the upside I’ve modeled for 
Broadwind is more “green mandate” and PTC generated, and thus irrelevant to the price of 
fossil fuels or nuclear-generated power. Eventually of course wind will have to compete on 
an unsubsidized basis, and in fact costs have been dropping for it so rapidly (as are utili-
ty-scale battery storage costs for when the wind isn’t blowing) that by the time the PTC is no 
longer a factor wind should be able to stand on it own, especially if by then natural gas has 
returned to a more normalized price around $4 vs its current sub-$2 price.

3.  And it’s another name that’s up big this year so far, what 
drives it even higher? 

This is a true turnaround from a 2014/2015 perfect storm of internal manufacturing screw-
ups and externally the lack of a PTC renewal until late-2015. I don’t think the market has 
come close to pricing in what could now be a “perfect non-storm” for this company; last time 
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it had these conditions it ran from the $2s to the $14s, although as I noted earlier in this inter-
view I sold far too early; I only hope I have the chance to do so again!

4. How does Broadwind stack up to competitors in the wind tur-
bine industry? I know the industry is still relatively fragmented 
but Broadwin is just a $40 million market cap; what’s its compet-
itive advantage?

Broadwind doesn’t make turbines; it makes the towers for them. As far as I know there are only 
around half a dozen or so plants in North America that do this and Broadwind has two of them. 
Trinity Industries is a big player in the space although it’s only a tiny part of its business, and 
there’s a privately owned Canadian company called Marmen that builds them too. Also, Vestas 
sells some towers to outside users.

5.  What happens after 2020 when those Production Tax Credits 
phase out? Any chance the market is already baking in that news 
and revealing long-term questions about the company? 

First of all, there’s usually an 18-month post-extension “hangover” (in a good way) once the 
PTC ends because to get it you only need to start a project before it expires-- the completion 
can take quite a while after that. Perhaps more importantly (and as I mentioned earlier in this 
interview), by the time this PTC expires wind (combined with battery storage) should be able to 
stand on its own, unsubsidized. Additionally, there should be enough “green mandates” among 
states and private companies to keep the industry thriving without the PTC. One reason the 
wind industry has always been so erratic is that many projects that could get done without the 
PTC would be put on hold while their developers would wait to see if the PTC would get re-
newed-- after all, no one wanted to leave potential extra money on the table. But with the new 
longer-term certainty that problem should go away.
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   Stock Highlight No. 2:
   Broadwind Energy

MGC Diagnostics Corporation designs, markets, and sells non-invasive cardiorespiratory 
diagnostic products - in other words, it’s a med-tech company that makes equipment to 
measure lung function. 

Thesis & Valuation

This is a large position for us and I added to it in March when the stock sold off after report-
ing a decent FY2016 Q1 (its seasonally slowest), with revenue up 3.4% year over year and 
break-even EPS versus a $0.13/share loss last year. The company continues to be dragged 
down by modest losses at its European Medisoft acquisition but management seems hell-
bent on fixing it and I think it will eventually get there. 

Thanks to its 53% gross margin and potential for large SG&A eliminations (at least $3 million 
a year) if it weren’t an independent public company, I think MGCD should be sellable to a 
strategic buyer at a significant premium to the current price; for example, an enterprise value 
of 1.5x estimated 2016 revenue would be roughly $14/share. Meanwhile, as an independent 
company it could do around $4.5 million in EBITDA this year, which means that at the current 
price ($6.00 as I write this), it’s a high-margin med-tech company selling on an EV basis for 
only around 5x EBITDA!

Conclusion 

Any medtech company is a potential strategic buyer as these guys have a great niche and 
great gross margins. I’d love to see the company trading at the revenue multiple this kind of 
business deserves, and management, the board and my fellow shareholders all seem open 
to a sale, so perhaps something can happen this year. 

   Q&A For Stanphyl On MGC Diagnostics

1. It seems this medical equipment company has a lot of oppor-
tunity for cost cuts after a “poor” acquisition, what can MGC do 
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in the interim to right the ship?

I’m not sure there’s much cost-cutting opportunity for it as an independent public company 
(although as noted above there’s a lot of such opportunity if it weren’t one), but there’s plenty 
of revenue growth opportunity. 

2. What about this new CEO, what’s his background and his vi-
sion for the company? 

The CEO came from the biggest player in the space, Carefusion (MGC is the second-biggest) 
where he was the Director of Marketing for the respiratory division, and since he’s been at 
MGC he’s been helping the company grab a lot of his old accounts. That opportunity may now 
be enhanced as his old division there was just sold by Baxter (the buyer of Carefusion) to a 
joint-venture with a PE firm, meaning it’s likely to have a six-month “window of disarray” as the 
new owners figure out how to manage it. 

3. Can you talk a bit more about that poor acquisition they made?

The European acquisition (Medisoft) has been a disappointing “slow bleeder” for them with flat 
revenue and small but steady losses, but they’re working extremely hard to turn it around by 
getting some large new distributors (their products are primarily distributer-driven in Europe 
rather than direct sales-driven as in the U.S.), and if they can pull that off revenue should spike 
substantially (none of which is built into my estimates).

   Stock Highlight No. 3:
   Echelon

Echelon is an “industrial internet of things” networking company now primarily focusing its 
growth on “smart” commercial & municipal LED lighting, as its fab-less chip business has long 
been in gradual decline. Although in February the company presented a somewhat disappoint-
ing year-end report, guiding to an uptick in burn for the first half of 2016 as Enel—its single 
largest customer—goes away after Q1, its lighting business has grown extremely quickly with 
just a part-time sales staff and the plan for 2016 is to upsize that staff considerably. The thing 
that first attracted me to ELON is that it currently has a negative enterprise value.
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Thesis & Valuation 

If Echelon accomplishes the growth in lighting that I think it can, it could hit break-even by 
late 2017 at which point—assuming a $40 million revenue run-rate, $20 million of remaining 
net cash (vs. $26 million today) and 4.4 million shares outstanding, at the current share price 
(as of March 24th) of $5.77 it’s a 57% gross margin company selling at an enterprise value 
of just 0.13x that anticipated late-2017 revenue run-rate. Additionally, Echelon has roughly 
$240 million in NOLs which are worth tens of millions of dollars if it can utilize them. So if it 
can pull this off (and theoretically, the market for the networking of commercial and municipal 
LED lighting should be huge between the U.S. and Europe), this stock can be an incredible 
home run, as 1.5x $40 million in revenue plus $20 million in cash would equal around $20/
share before we even begin to value to NOLs.

Conclusion 

The risk is that if it can’t turn networked lighting into a major business, we’ll be stuck with a 
gradually eroding core business that - sometime next decade - runs out of cash. So there’s 
a lot of “show me” involved here, albeit with a huge margin for error provided by a great bal-
ance sheet and that near-zero enterprise value.

  Q&A For Stanphyl On Echelon

1. This seems to be a big bet on the Internet of Things, which 
could be a huge market, how do you quantify the upside? 

Considering that at the current enterprise value we’re pretty much getting the company for 
free, quantifying the ultimate upside (which could, of course, be huge) almost seems too 
“hockey stick-like” for my investing style. First, let’s just see if they can grow the lighting busi-
ness quickly enough to overcome the decline in the legacy business and get the company 
to break-even, which - as I noted above - alone could move the stock to somewhere around 
$20/share.

2. What’s the big risk or 
downside here? Is it that 
the Internet of Things just 
never really takes off, 
where people decide they 
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don’t want their refrigera-
tors communicating with 
their other devices? 

No, I think it’s inevitable that the IoT takes off; the risk is that it takes off without Echelon!

3. This is the smallest of the three companies we’re profiling, but 
how does it stack up to the rest of your portfolio? Are you con-
cerned with liquidity, i.e. what’s your theoretical holding period 
in a stock like this? 

As with anything else that I own, I’ll hold it until it reaches what I consider to be fair value 
(which of course can shift over time) or until the story changes negatively, in which case I’ll 
sell it. And yes, this is one of the least liquid things I own, but fortunately I have plenty of li-
quidity in most of the rest of the portfolio.

4. What makes Echelon a decent buyout target, besides the 
NOLs? Who’s the likely buyer here, i.e. what do they look like and 
what are they hoping to accomplish by buying Echelon?

I’m not sure who the strategic buyer would be (it could come from either the industrial, tech 
or lighting industries) but if the networked lighting division grows the way I think it can, who-
ever it is will be buying a high gross margin, high-growth company in a high-growth industry 
with products that are concurrently both “green” and “money-saving.” But no one has to buy 
Echelon for it to work as an investment if the CEO can grow the lighting business the way he 
thinks he can.
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   More Q&A with Mark Spiegel On Other Ideas

1. What’s been one of your best performers so far this year? 

As of now it’s been Radisys (RSYS) 
which came into 2016 as my largest 
single-stock long position. As of today 
(March 24th) it’s +44% YTD and +54% 
for the month of March. In fact, I was 
planning to talk about if for this interview but although I’ve yet to sell a single share and think 
immediate fair value is around $7 (assuming 1.25x 2016 revenue + the net cash + some 
value for the massive NOLs), I’m afraid to recommend the current entry point ($3.98 as of 
today) for something that has had such a massive short-term spike until it spends some time 
“basing out” again.

2. Would you be a buyer if it falls or “bases out” for a while 
where it is now? 

Yes, absolutely if I didn’t own so much already. As I said, I think fair value is around $7, and 
that provides a lot of upside from $3.98!

3. Now I know you have a position in a stock we profiled in our 
January edition, MRV Communications, what’s your take on the 
thesis there?

We continue to own MRV Communications (our basis is in the mid-$11s) although I reduced 
the position a little bit in March after it reported a terrible 2015 Q4, with revenue down 10% 
year over year and 20% sequentially, albeit—thanks to intense fiscal discipline—with the 
year-over-year operating loss cut to $1.7 million from $3.6 million. Although management 
hinted that Q1 of 2016 may be equally ugly, it also indicated that the company should return 
to at least break-even beginning in Q2 as a couple of large customers resume their normal 
ordering patterns. 

So the question is: should we believe them? Well, with no debt and an anticipated $34 million 
(nearly $5/share) in cash at the end of Q1 (including a February payment received from the 
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sale of a division and an estimated $2 million of Q1 cash burn), this is an approximately $80 
million revenue company with a 53% gross margin and $377 million of NOL carry-forwards 
(combined federal, state & foreign) which at $8.79/share is selling at less than 0.4x revenue 
on an EV basis even if we attribute zero value to those massive NOLs. The problem though 
is that revenue break-even seems to be around $88 million, which means that at $80 million 
it’s probably losing around $4 million a year. 

On the other hand, activist tech investor Raging Capital Management recently upped its stake 
here to over 30% and the Board’s chairman is a Raging Capital partner, so management is 
clearly incentivized to fix and sell the company; in fact when presenting at January’s Need-
ham investment conference, the CEO said outright that MRVC is too small to remain inde-
pendent. So even if things improve only mildly from Q4 I don’t think we can lose much—if 
anything-- from the current price, while if things improve somewhat the stock could be worth 
$20, assuming a sale of the operating business at 1x revenue and then adding in the value 
of the cash and NOLs. Meanwhile, a newly announced $10 million buyback program should 
keep a floor under things.

4. Let’s talk about one of your smallest stocks in terms of market 
cap, Lantronix. What’s the thesis here beyond being an Internet 
of Things play? 

Even though it’s been a disaster for us, we continue to own Lantronix. In February the com-
pany reported a quarter down somewhat on revenue but with minimal cash burn and, most 
importantly, a brand new management team consisting of a new and accomplished CEO with 
a turnaround plan that seems to make sense (I met with him in February), a new Chief Tech-
nology Officer and a new VP of Sales. 

With $38 million of annual run-rate revenue and $3.1 million in projected net cash at the 
end of the current (March 31) quarter (four years of normalized burn even assuming no im-
provement) and 15.23 million shares outstanding, at the current price of .89/share this is a 
48% gross margin company currently selling for less than 0.3x revenue with approximately 
$90 million of federal NOLs and $30 million of state NOLs. So an acquisition price of just 1x 
revenue plus the net cash plus a few million bucks for the NOLs (heavily discounted for the 
change-in-control limitations) would value Lantronix at over $3/share. Thus, although this is 
by far the worst-performing stock the fund has ever bought, I think it’s worth holding for the 
reasons noted above and apparently several of the company’s board members agree with me 
as they recently bought stock in the open market.


